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QUESTION 1

You and a colleague are discussing the challenges to be resolved in order to make digitization and automation a reality
in all industries. He is arguing that the solution is to have faster access connectivity, but you don\\'t agree. You are trying
to convince him of the need for an end-to-end solution. The new 5G network should be built end-to-end to enable
industries\\' quest for value. What arguments can you provide to support your position? 

A. Increasing throughput is not enough. A faster and automated transport network, a distributed cloud where
applications would run depending on their latency and reliability requirements, a core network that automatically handles
any type of access, and a security framework to guarantee the security in every layer of the network are also needed. 

B. The network consists of many layers that include access, transport, core, cloud, and all of the applications running in
the cloud. Increasing throughput in access is not enough. The bit rate needs to be increased in all of the other layers as
well. 

C. Increasing the access throughput might be worthwhile but applications that support a higher bit rate should also be a
consideration. 

D. Increasing the throughput is enough. There is no need to change the network end-to-end. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following drive 5G low latency? (Choose two.) 

A. Support of up to 1 billion of IoT and sensors devices per km2 

B. Lower Time Transmission Interval (TTI) 

C. Higher spectral efficiency 

D. Edge Clouds 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

Is it possible for a User Equipment to connect simultaneously to multiple slices in 5G? 

A. No 

B. Yes 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.researchgate.net/
publication/340976923_Slice_Selection_In_5G_Networks_Novel_Approach_for_Accessing_Multiple_Slice
s_Simultaneously 
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QUESTION 4

Imagine that you are defining the 5G network requirements for the Industrial Automation of a port, what is the set of 5G
technology enablers and horizontal applications that makes sense? 

A. Automation of cargo handling and integration with the logistics chain is an Autonomous Container Transport vehicles
that requires 5G NR, Edge cloud and High SLA slices. 

B. Automation of cargo handling and integration with shorter ship turnaround times through improved predictability of
operations is a video inspection system of important large infrastructure that requires 5G NR, FWA and High SLA
slices. 

C. Automation of cargo handling and integration with the logistics chain is an Autonomous Container Transport vehicles
that requires 5G NR, central cloud and FWA. 

D. Automation of cargo handling and integration with shorter ship turnaround times through improved predictability of
operations is a video inspection system of important large infrastructure that requires 5G NR and central cloud. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Resource elasticity in Cloud enables which of the following actions? (Choose two.) 

A. Relocate VMs between data centers when a fault is detected. 

B. Deploy VMs across data centers when a new slice is needed. 

C. Add resources to existing VMs when traffic is high. 

D. Add VMs when traffic is high. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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